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SUBMANIFOLD GEOMETRY IN GENERALIZED FLAG 
MANIFOLDS 
FRANCIS E. BURSTALL AND DAVID M. J. CALDERBANK 
Based on lecture notes taken by Dalibor Smid 
ABSTRACT. These notes aim to explain why some unashamedly modern machinery 
has something to say about classical differential geometry. They concern the study of 
the induced geometry on submanifolds in generalized flag manifolds G/P, where G is 
a semisimple Lie group and P a parabolic subgroup. The prototype and motivating 
example is the case that G/P is the conformal n-sphere, which is the space of null 
lines in R*1*1*1 viewed as a homogeneous space for 0(n + 1,1). Submanifolds of the 
conformal n-sphere are studied in detail and this study is related to the classical 
treatment of conformal submanifolds using sphere congruences. Hypersurfaces in 
projective space provide another example, which we study in less detail, again with 
comparison to the classical work. 
INTRODUCTION: CLASSICAL AND MODERN GEOMETRY 
Submanifold geometry is an important and long-standing theme in differential ge­
ometry. The classical theory of surfaces in euclidean 3-space was a triumph of 19th 
century mathematics, which continued to have important ramifications both in geom­
etry and in the theory of integrable systems through the 20th century to the present 
day. The classical work on submanifolds was not just confined to the euclidean the­
ory, however. Mathematicians such as Bianchi, Darboux, Lie and Blaschke were also 
very interested in the conformal and projective geometry of surfaces, i.e., those as­
pects of surface geometry invariant under the larger groups of conformal or projective 
transformations. From the point of view of Klein, this means the natural theory of 
surfaces in the conformal 3-sphere S3 (the projective light cone in R4'1) under the 
group 0+(4,1) of conformal transformations, or in the projective 3-space RP3 under 
the group PSL(4,R) of projective transformations. 
The theory of such surfaces—their description in terms of geometric invariants—is 
very different from the euclidean case simply because the ambient geometries of 5 3 
and RP3 are different from the geometry of R3. Unlike the euclidean group, the groups 
0+(4,1) and PSL(4,R) are semisimple (in fact simple) and the stabilizer of a point 
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in S3 or RP3 is a parabolic subgroup. In other words, S3 and RP3 are generalized flag 
manifolds. The fact that the stabilizer is not reductive makes the study of geometric 
invariants in these geometries much harder than in euclidean geometry, where the 
stabilizer of a point is a simple group (the orthogonal group). 
The first problem in the projective and conformal geometry of surfaces is to find an 
analogue of the Gauss map, which for surfaces in euclidean 3-space is the unit normal 
vector, but is perhaps better thought of here as the tangent plane congruence of the 
surface, i.e., the map which assigns, to each point on the surface, its tangent plane, 
viewed as an element of the grassmannian Gr2(R
3) of planes in R3. (The sphere to 
which the unit normal vector belongs is a double cover of this grassmannian.) 
The Gauss map is an effective tool because it provides the best approximation of the 
surface by the simplest surfaces in R3, the totally geodesic planes. The (entirely classi-
cal) idea now is to replace the planes by a different family of simple model surfaces, on 
which the group of conformal or projective transformations act transitively, preferably 
so that a typical model surface has a reasonably nice stabilizer (in the conformal or 
projective group). 
• For surfaces in the conformal 3-sphere, the (totally umbillic) 2-spheres provide 
such a model family: 0+(4,1) acts transitively on this space of 2-spheres (which is 
the grassmannian of (3,l)-planes in R4,1)} and the stabilizer of a given 2-sphere is 
isomorphic to 0+(3,1). 
• For surfaces in projective 3-space, the 2-planes themselves appear as the most 
obvious first choice of model family, but because the projective group is larger than 
the euclidean group, a better choice is available, at least for surfaces with nondegen-
erate second fundamental form: the quadrics. Actually the space of quadrics has two 
components under PSL(4,R): the ellipsoids, stabilized by 0+(3,1), and the hyper-
boloids, stabilized by 0+(2,2). Ellipsoids or hyperboloids can approximate a surface 
with definite or signature (1,1) second fundamental form (respectively) more closely 
than planes can. 
In conformal or projective geometry one therefore studies sphere congruences or 
congruences of quadrics, i.e., maps from the given surface to the grassmannian of 2-
spheres or (the appropriate component of) the space of quadrics. In either case there is 
not an obvious 'best* approximation at each point, but a family of such approximations. 
However, a more subtle normalization condition picks out a distinguished choice. 
• An enveloped sphere congruence is a sphere congruence on a surface S3 such that 
each sphere is tangent (1st order contact) to the surface at the corresponding point. 
Although there is a 1-parameter family of spheres tangent to the surface at any point, 
there is a unique sphere with the same mean curvature as the surface at the given 
point (i.e., with a bit of second order contact), and this gives rise to the so-called 
central sphere congruence of the surface. 
• An enveloped congruence of quadrics is a congruence of quadrics on a surface in 
RP3 such that each quadric is tangent (1st order contact) at the corresponding point 
and the second fundamental form of the quadric agrees with that of the enveloping 
surface (2nd order contact). At each point there is a family of such quadrics, but 
a normalization condition (which nearly amounts to 3rd order contact) picks out a 
distinguished one, leading to the so-called congruence of Lie quadrics. 
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If one reads the theory in the classical literature, one cannot fail to be impressed 
(if not baffled!) by the ingenuity of the constructions. The goal of these notes is to 
consider the geometry of submanifolds in generalized flag manifolds as a way to bring 
. a modern perspective to bear on the classical theory, with the aim of demystifying and 
extending some of this work, albeit at the expense of introducing a certain amount 
of algebraic machinery. In particular we obtain a simple unifying explanation of the 
normalization conditions mentioned above. 
The astute reader has undoubtedly noticed that in both of the theories described 
above, not only is the ambient geometry a generalized flag manifold, but also the model 
surfaces are generalized flag manifolds (2-spheres under the Mobius group 0+(3,1), 
or the lorentzian analogue, where the group is 0+(2,2)). A parabolic subgeometry 
is a submanifold of a generalized flag manifold G/P modelled on a homogeneous 
inclusion of a generalized flag manifold H/Q c — • G/P (in the sense that the model 
submanifolds are the images of H/Q under the natural G action). 
We develop enough of the theory of parabolic subgeometries to show that conformal 
submanifold geometry and projective hypersurface geometry are special cases. Cartan 
connections provide a natural tool to do this: indeed the notion of a Cartan connection 
is inspired by the idea of a family of model geometries osculating a manifold [11]. A 
general theory could in principle be developed for arbitrary homogeneous inclusions 
between homogeneous spaces (see [15]). In the parabolic case, however, there is an ad-
ditional ingredient, an algebraic homology theory called Lie algebra homology, which 
provides an explanation of the normalization conditions used to fix the sphere congru-
ence or congruence of quadrics in the classical theory. To be precise, the normalization 
amounts to requiring that a generalized 'shape operator' is a 1-cycle for this homology 
theory. This is a pleasing analogue of the normalization condition imposed on the 
Cartan connections in parabolic geometries, such as conformal geometry, in which the 
curvature of the 'normal' Cartan connection is required to be a 2-cycle. 
We caution the reader that the general theory of parabolic subgeometries is not 
fully developed: a number of technical conditions are needed to make the theory 
run smoothly, and it is not yet clear what the best framework is, or how many other 
nontrivial examples can be covered by the theory. We can at least mention one further 
example: the Lie sphere geometry of surfaces, interpreted appropriately, is another real 
form of the geometry of surfaces in projective 3-space. 
The notes begin by introducing some basic ideas and concepts. First, in section 1, 
we discuss the euclidean geometry of submanifolds of Rn and give a straightforward 
proof of the Bonnet theorem which states that the geometry may be described by 
certain induced data on the submanifold satisfying the so-called Gauss-Codazzi-Ricci 
equations: a manifold equipped with such Gauss-Codazzi-Ricci data (satisfying these 
equations) may be locally immersed in Rn with these induced data, uniquely up to a 
euclidean motion. 
The standard approach to conformal submanifold geometry builds on the euclidean 
theory, by considering how these data change under a conformal rescaling of the ambi-
ent metric. Our approach, by contrast, builds in conformal invariance from the start. 
To achieve this, we need a good understanding of what a conformal manifold is, in 
manifestly invariant terms. We develop this in section 2, where we explain the natural 
realization of the conformal sphere as a projective light cone and also how this leads 
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to the idea of a conformal Cart an connection. The key point here is that a manifold 
with a flat conformal Cartan connection has a natural development into the confor-
mal sphere, i.e., there are local diffeomorphisms from the manifold to the conformal 
sphere which induce this conformal Cartan connection, unique up to conformal trans-
formation. We view this as a 'codimension zero' conformal Bonnet theorem, since the 
immersion of submanifolds given by the Bonnet theorem can be regarded as a gen-
eralization to higher codimension of the notion of development. Our goal then, is to 
extend the conformal Bonnet theorem to higher codimension. 
We make a first attempt at such a generalization in section 3, where we show how the 
notion of a sphere congruence provides a conformal analogue of the Gauss-Codazzi-
Ricci equations and hence a Bonnet theorem for submanifolds of the conformal sphere. 
However, although these equations are conceptually simple, it is difficult to understand 
their meaning, especially as they depend on the auxiliary choice of a sphere congruence 
(breaking the manifest conformal invariance which we seek). Although these difficulties 
can be resolved by ad hoc means, it is the parabolic nature of conformal geometry that 
underlies the remedies. 
Therefore, in sections 4-6 we develop some parabolic machinery: Lie algebra homol-
ogy, the BGG calculus of multilinear differential operators, and the A-infinity equation. 
In section 7 we revisit conformal geometry, both to illustrate some of the differential 
operators arising in the general theory, and also to show how more conventional defi-
nitions of conformal manifolds correspond to conformal Cartan connections satisfying 
a homological normalization condition. 
In section 8 we sketch the general theory of parabolic subgeometries, showing how, 
under suitable technical assumptions, there is an induced choice of a normalized con-
gruence of model geometries, and that the A-infinity equation provides a suitable 
generalization of the Gauss-Codazzi-Ricci equations. We then (section 9) revisit con-
formal submanifold geometry with the general theory in mind, explaining the nor-
malization of the sphere congruence and the induced equations in detail. The theory 
is particularly interesting for surfaces, as isothermic surfaces show. We also indicate 
in section 10 how the classical theory of sphere congruences and transformations of 
surfaces has a straightforward development in our approach. 
We end in section 11 by turning our eyes to projective hypersurface geometry, as 
another example of the general machine in action, although as in the conformal case, 
we develop the detail in a more self-contained way. 
These notes are based on forthcoming work [5, 6] to which we refer the reader for 
further information. Also, we have not given many references here: we refer the reader 
to these papers for a more extensive bibliography. 
Acknowledgements. The second author would like to thank Dalibor Smid warmly 
for writing a draft of these notes that significantly improved on his original lectures. 
We are also grateful to Andreas Cap, Jan Slovak and (especially) Vladimir Soucek for 
helpful conversations. 
1. PROLOGUE: THE BONNET THEOREM IN EUCLIDEAN SUBMANIFOLD GEOMETRY 
We begin with a brief review of the classical theory of submanifolds in euclidean 
space. Let E be an ra-dimensional manifold immersed via a map / into Rn. The 
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tangent bundle TRn restricted to E is a trivial bundle Rn := E xRn and df a 1-form 
on E with values in this trivial bundle, which therefore splits as the direct sum of (the 
image under df of) TE, the tangent bundle of E, and its orthogonal complement NE, 
the normal bundle of E. 
The geometry of the immersion may be described by two symmetric bilinear forms: 
the induced metric (first fundamental form) g(X} Y) = (df (X), df (Y)) and the second 
fundamental form II(X, Y) = (Vd/x,y)"L £ NE, where V is any connection on TE 
(coupled to the trivial connection d on Rn) and ± denotes the normal component: 
this is independent of the connection V and is symmetric in X and Y. The second 
fundamental form, viewed as a 1-form with values in Hom(TE,NE), determines the 
off-diagonal part of the trivial connection d on Rn with respect to the direct sum 
decomposition Rn = TE © NE. More precisely, we have 
d _(V S \ -\u V1 ) ' 
where V9 is the Levi-Civita connexion of g, V-1- the metric connection on NE and 
S = — IIT is the shape operator, a 1-form with values in Hom(NE,TE). The flatness 
of d is now expressed by the following equations, called the Gauss-Codazzi-Ricci 
(GCR) equations. 
Gauss: RVQ + S AII = 0 
Codazzi: dV9'v±JL = 0 
Ricci: Rv± + H A S = 0 
It is natural to ask whether these data suffice to recover the immersion of E in W1, 
a problem which was solved by O. Bonnet in the 1860s. 
1.1. Theorem (Bonnet). Let (E,#) be a riemannian manifold, (NE,VX) a metric 
vector bundle with a metric connection, and II e 52T*E <8> NE. Suppose that these 
data satisfy the GCR equations. Then there is locally an immersion of E into Rn, 
unique up to a euclidean motion, with this induced data. 
Proof. The GCR equations imply that 
f V9 S \ 
(with S = — IIT) is a flat metric connection on TE 0 N E and therefore we have a local 
isomorphism TE 0 NE = E x Rn unique up to an orthogonal transformation of Rn. 
The inclusion z: TE «-> E x Rn may be viewed as a 1-form a on E with values in Rn. 
If we write a G fi^E, TE © NE) in block matrix form, it is 
_ / id \ ( T*E ® TS \ 
a~ \ ° j \T*T,®NY, ) 
We now compute da using the block decomposition of the flat connection on Rn and 
obtain 
da • 
t d v , i d \ 
V HAid ) • 
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Using the definition of the exterior derivative coupled to V5, we have dV9 id(X,y) = 
V^(id(F))-Vy(id(X))-id([X, Y]) which vanishes because the Levi-Civitaconnection 
V* on T£ is torsion-free. The other term IIA id also vanishes because (IIA id) (X, Y) = 
TL(X, Y) - E(r, X) and E is symmetric. 
Thus da = 0 and there is locally a function / : E —> Rn, unique up to translation, 
such that a = df. Since a is injective, / is an immersion, and since a was determined 
up to an orthogonal transformation, / is determined up to a euclidean motion. D 
As a first attempt to understand conformal submanifold geometry, suppose that we 
rescale the flat metric on R*1 by e2u for a smooth function u o n J F . This new metric 
and its Levi-Civita connection induce the conformally equivalent metric g = e2ug on E 
and the connection (X,£) i-> dx£ + du(X)£+du(£)X- (£,X)du* on R
n. With respect 
to the direct sum decomposition into tangential and normal parts this connection is 
( V5 § \ 
V п v x ) ' 
where V* is the Levi-Civita connection of g> V± = V1- + du\ir: ® id, fi(X, Y) = 
H(X, Y) + g(X, Y)(du^)1 and S = - I I T It follows that the conformal class of the met­
ric g, the tracefree part II0 of the second fundamental form, and the metric connection 
on the 'weightless normal bundle' are unchanged by a conformal rescaling. One might 
hope that these data would suffice to recover the immersion up to conformal trans­
formations of Rn. However, this turns out not to be true for immersed curves and 
surfaces. 
For this reason, and to understand the conformal invariants more intrinsically, we 
adopt a different point of view. 
2. CONFORMAL GEOMETRY 
We wish to investigate immersions of manifolds into 5 n , the conformal sphere. We 
could regard Sn as the round sphere in Rn + 1 equipped with the conformal class of the 
induced metric. However, there is a more natural point of view available which makes 
more manifest the conformal symmetry group of the sphere. 
In this point of view, the conformal sphere Sn is described as the 'celestial sphere' 
in an n + 2 dimensional spacetime, i.e., the projective light-cone of Rn+1»1, a n n + 2 
dimensional vector space equipped with the quadratic form (v, v) = — v% + v\ H h 
vj|+1. To be precise, we denote the light-cone C = {v G R
n + l j l : (v}v) = 0,v ^ 0} 
and P(C) = £/Rx its projectivisation (the space of null lines in Rn+1>1). There is a 
'tautological' line bundle A over P(C)y whose fibre over U (a point in P(C) and thus 
a null line in Rn+l j l) is the line U itself. Note that C itself is a fibre subbundle of A 
given by removing the zero section of A. By choosing a time orientation of Rn+1,1 we 
distinguish the future lightcone £ + C C C A. As the following diagram suggests, it is 
straightforward to see that P(C) is diffeomorphic to an n-sphere. 
The positive sections a of A, i.e., those valued in £ + , will be called gauges. Let 
us choose such a gauge a: P(C) -+ C+. If d denotes the flat derivative on the trivial 
bundle R n + M := P(C) xRn+1'1 then da maps TP(C) to A1. This is because (a, a) = 0 
implies that (dxa,a) = 0 for all X £ TP(C), and a generates A. If we pull back A 
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FIGURE 1. The conformal sphere as the projective lightcone. 
and A- along the bundle projection p: C-* TP(C), we see that TC is isomorphic to 
p*A± and the tangent map dp projects this onto TP(C) with p*A being the kernel. 
Thus da mod A: TP(C) -> A~/A is an isomorphism, algebraic linear in a, that 
gives us a canonical isomorphism A ® TP(C) =* A-/A. The bundle on the right side 
inherits a metric from R™-1'1 and it is easy to see that this metric is positive definite. 
We have therefore constructed, in a canonical way, a metric on A® TP(C), i.e., a 
positive definite section of S2T*P(C) ® A~2. We refer to such a section as a conformal 
metric: we can regard it as a metric on TP(C) with values in a line bundle. 
In more concrete terms, a choice of gauge a allows us to define a riemannian metric 
ga in the usual sense by ga(X, Y) = (dxa, dya). If we rescale a by a positive function 
/ , we find that gfa = f
2ga, since (a, a) = 0 and hence also (da, a) = 0. Thus P(C) 
is equipped naturally with a conformal equivalence class of riemannian metrics, which 
are just the contractions of the conformal metric with a2 for gauges a. By considering 
conic sections of C (i.e., those gauges defined by hyperplane sections of the positive 
light-cone) we see that the round metric on Sn belongs to this conformal class. Thus 
P(C) is an n-sphere with its usual conformal structure. The advantage of working 
with conformal metrics rather than conformal equivalence classes is that the former 
are tensorial objects which can be more easily manipulated, differentiated, etc. 
Let 0 + ( n + l , 1) be the group of orthogonal transformations of R
n+1,1 which preserve 
the time orientation. This group preserves the light cone C and maps null lines to null 
lines. Since the conformal metric on P(C) was constructed in a manifestly invariant 
way, it follows that 0 + (n + 1,1) acts on S
n by conformal diffeomorphisms and it is 
easy to see that this action is transitive. The stabilizer of a null line is a subgroup P 
that is in fact a parabolic subgroup of 0^(n + 1,1). Thus P(C) = 0^(n + 1,1)/P. 
We refer to 0^(n +1,1) as the group of Mobius transformations, since when n = 1 
or 2, the identity component is isomorphic to PSL(2,R) or PSL(2,C) acting by 
fractional linear transformations on RP1 = S1 or CP1 = S2. For n ^ 2, 0 + (n + 
1,1) is the group of all global conformal diffeomorphisms of Sn , and for n ^ 3, any 
conformal diffeomorphism from an open subset of Sn to Sn is the restriction of a 
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Mobius transformation. The fact that this last statement does not hold for n = 1, 2 
means that the conformal metric does not suffice to capture the Mobius geometry of 
Sn in these low dimensions, a fact which will be of critical importance in the sequel. 
We now want to define a conformal (or Mobius) manifold to be a 'curved version' 
of 5 n . The above description of Sn as the projective light cone may be summarized 
as follows. 
• We have a metric vector bundle R""1"1'1 over Sn with a flat metric connection d. 
• A null line subbundle A of R71"1"1'1 is given. 
• For any nonzero section o of A, da mod A is an isomorphism. 
The idea, due to Cartan, is to replace the flat derivative on Rn+1>1 by a more general 
connection. 
2.1. Definition. A conformal Cartan connection on an n-manifold M is defined by: 
• the Cartan vector bundle V —•> M that is a rank n -f 2 bundle with a signature 
(n -f- 1,1) metric and a metric connection V\ 
• the tautological line bundle A —> M that is an oriented null line subbundle of V. 
The connection V is required to satisfy the following Cartan condition: 
7r o V\A is an isomorphism TM ® A -> A^A, 
where 7r: V -» V/A is the natural projection. 
Note the flavour of this definition: we have a G-bundle with a G-connection, where 
G = O-i-(n + 1,1), a reduction of this structure to the parabolic subgroup P, and an 
open condition relating the G-connection to the reduction. 
Also note that at each point x € M we can form the projective light cone in the fibre 
Vx, which is an n-sphere with a distinguished point Ax and (by the Cartan condition) 
an identification of the tangent space at this point with TXM. This is the motivation 
behind Cartan's idea: we have replaced the 'global' n-sphere by an infinitesimal n-
sphere attached to each point of M, with a connection to tell us how to 'roll' these 
n-spheres over M; in a sense which will become clearer when we study conformal 
submanifolds, these n-spheres are 'tangent' to M. 
2.2. Remark. The Cartan vector bundle is also called the standard tractor bundle. The 
isomorphism n o V\K (or minus this) is called the solder form of the connection V, 
because it 'glues' V to M.. (The word 'solder' comes from electronics: it refers to 
the gluing of wires onto contacts, and also to the metal used to do this.) We shall 
generally identify TM 0 A with A±/A using -7r o V\A. 
The following result shows that the geometry of the conformal sphere is essen-
tially characterized by its flat conformal Cartan connection (Rn+1,1,d, A). The result 
was proven in various ways by Cartan [11], Thomas [17], Gauduchon [14], Bailey-
Eastwood-Gover [1], Cap and Gover [9]. 
2.3. Theorem. If M is equipped with a flat conformal Cartan connection, then M 
is locally isomorphic to Sn = P(£)—in fact there are 'developments' (local diffeomor-
phisms) of M into Sn unique up to Mobius transformations. 
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Proof. Let fl C M be simply connected, then the inclusion (A «-> V)\Q defines a map 
$ that smoothly assigns to each point x a parallel null line in V, i.e., a point of Sn. 
Cartan condition ensures that $ is a local diffeomorphism. This identifies (V,A,X>) 
locally with Sn = P(C) with its standard flat conformal Cartan connection. D 
We regard this result as a codimension 0 analogue of the Bonnet theorem in confor-
mal geometry, since it solves the problem of when an n-dimensional manifold M can 
be locally immersed into Sn as a (codimension 0) conformal submanifold. Our aim is 
to generalize this result to submanifolds of arbitrary codimension. At the same time, 
we also want to understand better what it means for a manifold to have a conformal 
Cartan connection. 
3 . CONFORMAL SUBMANIFOLD GEOMETRY 
Let E be an m-dimensional manifold. We shall study its immersions into P(C), 
an n-dimensional conformal sphere. Imitating previous constructions, we can form 
a trivial bundle Rn+1>1 = E xRn+1»1, d being its flat differentiation and recover the 
immersion from a null line subbundle A ^ Rn+1,1 such that do mod A : TE <-» A^/A 
is injective (a Cartan condition). 
The problem now is that for m < n, (Rll+1,1, A,d) is not a conformal Cartan con-
nection: the bundle is too big. We want to attach an m-sphere to each point of E, not 
an n-sphere. We therefore seek a subbundle V ^ Rn+1>1 of signature (m + 1,1), i.e., 
an m-sphere congruence E —> {m-spheres in 5 n}, which is a family of spheres in Sn 
parameterized by E. Equivalently we can speak about the subbundle V1- ^ Rn+1'1 of 
signature (n — m, 0), or equivalently the map E »-> Gr+_m(R
n+1'1) (sending x to Vj-) 
into the grassmannian of spacelike n — m planes in Rn+1,1. 
We wish this m-sphere congruence to define a conformal Cartan connection on E. 
The condition for this to hold (motivated by our intuition about conformal Cartan 
connections) is that the m-spheres should be tangent to E at corresponding points. 
3.1. Definition. Let A ^ Rn+1,1 be a line subbundle defining the immersion of E into 
P(C) and V ^ Rn+1,1 be a sphere congruence. We say that the sphere congruence is 
enveloped by the immersion (or that the immersion envelopes the sphere congruence) 
if A^V anddA^V. 
The second condition means that for any gauge o £ A and any X 6 TE, dxo G V. 
This is the tangency condition. 
FIGURE 2. An enveloped sphere congruence. 
If we have an immersion of E and an enveloped sphere congruence V then flat 
connection d on Rn+1,1 splits then in a similar way as in the euclidean submanifold 
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theory: 
d = Vv + Vv+M, 
where Vv is a conformal Cartan connection on V, V v is a metric connection on V1 , 
and N G fi1(Hom(V,V-L) © Kom(V\V)) with JV7 = -JV. Flatness of d gives us a 
conformal analogue of the GCR equations: 
Gauss: RvV +N /\N\V = 0 
Codazzi: c P V ' v V = 0 
Ricci: R?V +J\f AAf\v± = 0 . 
These equations are conceptually simple and provide a first attempt to characterize 
conformal immersions in terms of induced data on the submanifold. However, they 
depend essentially on the choice of V (enveloped sphere congruences are not unique!) 
and so cannot really be said to provide a conformally invariant characterization. Fur-
thermore, the meaning of these equations in terms of classical differential geometry is 
not clear. In order to tackle these problems we shall embed conformal geometry in 
the larger context of parabolic geometries, and develop some machinery for studying 
these geometries. 
4 . PARABOLIC GEOMETRIES AND L lE ALGEBRA HOMOLOGY 
A parabolic geometry is a Cartan geometry modelled on a generalized flag manifold 
G/P, where G is a semisimple Lie group and P is a parabolic subgroup. In this 
section we explain this definition and begin to explain why the geometry of Cartan 
connections and the algebra of generalized flag manifolds fit harmoniously together. 
To begin with, let P be an arbitrary Lie subgroup of a Lie group G. Then the 
quotient G -> G/P has a structure of a principal P-bundle which is equipped with 
the Maurer-Cartan form rj: TG —•> g. We want to get a ccurved version' of this over a 
manifold M of the same dimension as G/P. 
4.1. Definition. A Cartan geometry of type (g,P) on M is a principal P-bundle 
Q —> M with a P-equivariant 1-form rj: TQ -> g such that for u e Q, rju: TUQ -> g 
is an isomorphism restricting to the canonical isomorphism VUQ -> p on the vertical 
bundle. 
The Cartan connection rj: TQ -> g, once projected onto g/p becomes horizontal, 
and therefore induces an isomorphism rjM: TM -> Q xP g/p. This is the solder form 
that glues Q to M. 
Using the associated bundle Q = Q xP G, the above definition can be rephrased 
in a way that relates more easily to the conformal Cartan connections we have met 
already. Indeed: 
• G is a principal G-bundle with a G-connection CJ; 
• Q C G is a reduction of this bundle to a principal P-bundle; 
and rj = u\g satisfies the open condition that it is an isomorphism on each tangent 
space. The definition we gave earlier for conformal Cartan connections is really just a 
linear representation of the principal bundle definition. 
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Whether one works with principal bundles or vector bundles is a matter of taste. 
We prefer the latter, as we understand connections and their curvature more easily in 
terms of covariant derivatives on vector bundles. Therefore, let us consider a linear 
representation W of G and form the associated vector bundle W = Q xGVf over 
M equipped with the induced linear connection (covariant derivative) V: C°°{W) -> 
C°°(T*M ® W). Its curvature 
RX,Y ' w = Vx{VYw) - VY{Vxw) - V[XyY]w 
is an element of C°°(A2T*M ® QM), i.e., a 2-form with values in the adjoint bundle 
gM = Q xpg, where the Lie algebra g carries the adjoint representation of G restricted 
to P. 
The connection V is the first operator in the twisted deRham sequence 
C°°{W) 4 C°°{T*M <g> W) A C°°(A2r*M ® W) A - - -
and {dv)2 = RVA, where A contains implicitly also the Lie algebra action of QM on the 
values of the differential forms. The curvature satisfies the Bianchi identity dDRv = 0. 
We now turn to the class of homogeneous spaces G/P that we shall restrict attention 
to in the sequel: the generalized flag manifolds associated to parabolic subgroups. 
4.2. Definition. Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra, p a subalgebra and p 1 its or-
thogonal complement with respect to the Killing form of g. We call p parabolic iff p 1 
is the nilradical (maximal nilpotent ideal) of p. 
For p parabolic there is a (non-canonically) split short exact sequence 
(4.1) 0 -> p x -> p -> g0 -» 0 
where rjo is reductive. We thus have p = go x p1 (depending on a choice of splitting) 
and p1 = (g/p)*. 
For a semisimple Lie group G and a parabolic subgroup P (by which we mean the 
stabilizer of p in the adjoint representation of G on g) the homogeneous space G/P is 
called a generalized flag manifold. 
4.3. Examples. 1. The conformal sphere Sn = P{C) is a generalized flag manifold, 
with G = 0+{n + 1,1) and P = CO{n) * (R71)*. The 'flag' here is 0 < Ax < A£ < 
Rn+1,1, where x 6 Sn and Ax is the corresponding null line. G acts on R
n+1>1 by matrix 
multiplication and P is precisely the group that preserves the flag at the identity coset 
x = eP. 
2. The projective space RPn = P(Rn+1) is also a generalized flag manifold is the 
projective space RPn = P(Rn+1). The group that acts here is PSL{n + 1) and the 
'flag* is 0 ^ lx < R
n+1, where lx is the span of v, [v] = x e RP
n . The subgroup that 
preserves this flag at the identity coset x = eP is then P = GL{n) x (Rn)*. 
The key feature of parabolic representation theory that we shall exploit in the sequel 
is a tool called Lie algebra (or Chevalley-Eilenberg) homology. This is the homology 
of a Koszul chain complex 
0 4 - w £ p x ® w £ A2px ® W 4- • - -
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where d: A^p-1 <8> W -> Afc~1p± <8> W is given by 
d(/3 <8> w) = ] T -e* • (e{ j /3) <8> u; + e* J /? <8> e* • гtл 
where e,-,^ are elements of mutually dual bases of ( p 1 ) * ^ 1 respectively. In particular 
dw = 0, d(a <8> iu) = a • in. Calculation shows that this prescription ensures indeed 
d2 = 0. We can verify this easily for the case that p- is abelian, since then 
8(0 <8> w) = ~~~] e{ j ft <8> e
{ • iv 
3 2 (/? <8> w) = ~T^ e{ J ej j p <8> e* • e
J' • w 
But e; J ej J /? is skew in z, j , we get |[£i,£j] • w on the right, which is zero. 
We therefore have Lie algebra homology groups Hk(p--, W) = ker d/ im d 
A parabolic geometry is a Cartan geometry of type (g, P) with P a parabolic sub-
group of a semisimple Lie group G. Dualizing the solder form T)M , we have an iso-
morphism T*M ~ Q xP (g/p)* ~ Q xP p
L. Therefore the bundle associated to the 
P-module A^p-1 <8> W arising in the Koszul chain complex is isomorphic to the bundle 
AkT*M <8> W of JV-valued differential forms arising in the twisted deRham sequence. 
Since the Lie algebra homology boundary operator d is P-equivariant it induces a 
boundary operator A*T*M<8> W -> A*-1T*M<8>VV and we get a chain complex bundle 
(4.2) 0 A W A- TM <8> W A- A2T*M <8> W A • • • 
and homology bundles Hk(T*M, W) = ker d/ im d, which are isomorphic to the asso-
ciated bundles Q xP H^p
1, W). 
This construction is the main reason that parabolic representation theory and Car-
tan geometry fit together so well. In particular, it gives rise to a normalization condi-
tion for Cartan geometries: we say that a Cartan geometry is normal if the curvature 
Rv G C°°(A2T*M <8> QM) is a 2-cycle, dRv = 0. We shall see by example that this 
restricted class of Cartan geometries corresponds more closely to classical notions in 
differential geometry. 
We shall also see that Lie algebra homology classes in Hk (T*M, W) have canonical 
differential representatives in AkT*M ® W and the curvature of a normal Cartan 
geometry is the differential representative of its homology class. 
5. T H E DIFFERENTIAL LIFT AND BGG MACHINERY 
We are now in a position of having operators in both directions between TV-valued 
differential k and k — 1 forms: the twisted deRham differentials and Lie algebra cod-
ifferentials. We wish to use the deRham differentials to induce differential operators 
dvGG between the Lie algebra homology bundles, first constructed by Cap, Slovak and 
Soucek [10]. To do this we shall define a differential lift and a differential projection 
from the Lie algebra homology bundles to the twisted deRham bundles and vice versa, 
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so that we can define d%GG in terms of dP. 
dP dP dP 
W . TM ® W =1 A2T*M ® W z= 
д I t д | t д 
H0(W) £2°- Hг(W) 
dP uвac H2(W) 
Let us introduce the quabla operator Dv = dPd + ddP. We have the following result. 
5.1. Theorem. [8] The operator Dv is invertible on the image of d with differential 
inverse. 
This theorem may seem surprising at first, but as the identity (id-fd)"1 = id —d 
shows, a differential operator can have a differential inverse. The proof is not difficult: 
one shows that Dv differs from an algebraic quabla operator due to Kostant by a 
nilpotent first order differential operator. Since Kostant's operator is invertible on the 
image of 9, we obtain an inverse by a finite geometric series. (In fact, as stated, a 
mild 'regularity' condition on the curvature of the Cartan geometry is needed for this 
argument to work.) 
It follows that Q = Dpld is well defined and we can therefore define n := id -QdP — 
dPQ. We note immediately the following properties of this operator. 
5.2. Lemma. 
(i) Ua e ker d. 
(ii) U\imd = 0. 
(iii) For a € ker 9, [11(a)] = [a]. 
Proof. We first remark that Qd = 0 and dQ = 0 (the latter because Dv preserves 
the image of 9). 
(i) 8U = 9 - dQdP - ddPQ = 9 - DpD^d = 0, where we used ddPQ = DVQ. 
(ii) Ud = 9 - QdPd - dPQd = 9 - D ^ D D 0 = 0, where we used QdP3 = D^Dpd. 
(iii) If a e ker 9, then Ila = a + QdP a differs from a by an element of im d. • 
If a e ker 9, the operator II can be understood as the addition of a suitable (3 € imd 
such that Ox>Ha = Dp (a + (3) = 0. There is only one such /? since Dv is invertible on 
im d. Thus Ila gives a canonical differential lift of the homology class [a]. 
We can now define the linear differential operators d%GG: C°°(Hjfe(W)) -> 
C0°(HA:+i(Vl7)) of [10] by d%GG[a] = [IlcPna]. Moreover the wedge product on forms 
together with any G-equivariant map <f>: Wi ® W2 -> W3 gives rise to the bilin-
ear differential operators C00(Hifc(VV1)) x C°°(^(KV2)) -» C°°(Hk^(W3)) of [8] by 
[a] U [p] = [IT(Ila A U/3)], where A contains implicitly also the operation (j> on the 
values of a and /?. 
More generally, for any k ^ 2 and any G-equivariant map Wx ® • • • ® W* »-> W 
there is a k-linear differential operator 
fik: C
oo(ffIl(W0) x • • • x C°°(/f.A;W0) ^ C°°(tf.(W)), 
with . = '1 H \-lk + 2 — k, given by 
lit(Au...,Ak) = [mk(EAu...,IL40], 
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where Xk is defined inductively by 
A*(ai,... , a*) = ^ Q*i(au • • • , a,) A QXj(ai+u • ••><**) 
i+j=k 
and we set (formally) QXi = - id. For instance 
A2(ai,a2) = ai Aa2 
A3(ai, a2, a3) = Q(aL A a2) A a3 + ax A Q(a2 A a3) 
from which we recover the bilinear operators [ai] U [a2] = [n(IIai Alla2)] and trilinear 
operators ([ai], [a2], [a3]) = [n(Q(IIai A IIa2) A na 3 + Ilai A <2(IIa2 A na3))]. 
6. T H E A^ EQUATION 
In this section, we present the main piece of machinery that reduces the question of 
the flatness of a connection to a homological equation. 
Suppose that the Cartan connection V is normal, i.e., dRv = 0 and so, since 
dvRv = 0, we have DpR? = 0 and Rv is the differential lift of its homology class 
Kv := [Rv]. Taking this homology class together with the multilinear operators 
defined above, we have a family of k-linear operators associated to G-equivariant maps 
Wi ® • • • <g> Wife H-> W: 
{ K
v = [Rv] k = 0 
dvBGGAl = [Ud
vUA1] k = l 
AiUA2 = [U(I\AlAUA2)] k = 2 
[nA*(n^,.. . ,IL4*)] k >2 
where we take W = Q for k = 0. 
These operators formally satisfy the identities of an ./loo-algebra with curvature (zero 
order term). The first few such identities read 
dvaoK





d^At U A2) = d^Ai U A2 ± At U d
v
BOOA2 
+ (Kv, AhA2) ± (Au K
v, A2) ± {AUA2, K
v), 
where the signs depend on the parities of the homology classes in a complicated way 
that can only be remembered by understanding the statement that an .Aoo-algebra is a 
differential coderivation on the tensor coalgebra (with shifted grading). We shall not 
need to know the signs here and refer to [8] for further information. 
Suppose now that V + a a new Cartan connection, where a E C°°(T*M ® QM) with 
da = 0. Its curvature is Rv + dPa + a A a. When does this vanish, i.e., when is the 
new Cartan connection flat? 
We first observe that if V + a is flat, it is certainly normal, and this implies that 
0 = do?a + d(a A a) = D^a + d(a A a ) . 
We claim that 
(6.1) a + Q(aAa) = ITa. 
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Indeed, since Dp is invertible on imd and Q = Dp1^, both sides express the only 
lift of A = [a] that is in .kerDp. We can solve this equation formally in terms of an 
infinite series 
00 00 
a = -YJQ^rn(nA,...,UA) = UA-J2QKi(nA,...,nA). 
m=l m=2 
In good situations, this formal series is finite, and is the unique solution to (6.1). To 
check this formal solution, we substitute to obtain 
«Aa = E E Q^A,...,uA)AQXk(uA,...,uA) = J2xm(uA,...,uA), 
m=2j+k=m m=2 
using the inductive definition of Am. Applying Q, we recover Ua — a as required. 
We now have the main result of this section. 
6.1. Lemma (Aoo-equation). Suppose that a = UA — ]Cm=2QAm(n.4,... ,UA) is 
well defined and lies in C°°(T*M <g> pM) ^ C°°(T*M <8> 0M). Then R
v+a = 0 if and 
only if 
oo 
0 = J2^m(A,...,A) = Kv + dvGGA + AuA + ---, 
m=0 
which is called the A^-equation. 
Proof. We compute 
Rv + dva + a A a = Rv + dvUA + (id -dvQ) £ Am(IL4,... , IM) 
m=2 
oo 
= Rv + dvUA + (II + Qdv) Y, ^m(nA,... , IL4) 
m=2 
where we first use the expression for a, then the definition of n. Rv + dPUA differs 
from URP + UdPUA only by an element of im d. The term QdP £ Am(n,4,... , njt) 
lies in im d as well. Thus RP + dPa + a A a differs from the differential lift 
oo 
URV + UdvUA + UJ2 Xm(UA, ...,UA) 
m=2 
of ]Cm=o l^miA,... , A) by an element in im d. 
We conclude that the .Aoo-equation D ^ o ^ r - ,.4) = 0 is equivalent to the 
condition that Rv+a E imd. Now since dP+aRv+a = 0 by the Bianchi identity, Rv+a 
is an element of icerDp+a , in other words Rv+a = U[Rv+a]. But Rv+a € imd & 
[Rp+a] = 0 <=> RP+a = 0. We must be careful in this argument, however, since we 
need the solder forms of V and V + a to agree, in order that d does not change. Recall 
that the soldering isomorphism rjM: TM -+ Q xp $/p is induced by rj: TQ -> 0 by 
passing to the quotient 0 i-> 0/p. If a takes values in pM ^ $M, as assumed, then the 
solder form does not change. D 
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The conditions on a are not very natural, and may be too strong in some examples. 
It would be better to obtain such a result assuming only that A has 'negative geometric 
weight'. We shall meet this issue again later, but exploring it here would take us beyond 
our present understanding. 
7. CONFORMAL GEOMETRY REVISITED 
Let (V,Vy A) be a conformal Cartan connection on M, i.e., V is vector bundle over 
M with an (n-f-1,1) metric (•, •) and metric connection V, and A is a null line subbundle 
satisfying the Cartan condition 
7T o X>|A : TM ® A .-» A^/A is an isomorphism. 
Moreover, let us define: 
• so(V) — the Lie algebra bundle of (•, -)-skew endomorphisms; 
• stab (A) — the bundle whose fibre at x is the parabolic subalgebra of so(V) that 
stabilizes Ax; 
• stab (A)-1 = T*M — the bundle whose fibres are the (abelian) nilradicals of the 
fibres of stab (A). 
We note that there are canonically given filtrations 
0 ^ A ^ A-1 ^ V 
0 ^ stab(A)1 ^ stab(A) < so(V) 
and cofiltrations 
V^V/A^V/A-L-tO 
so(V) -> so(V)/siab(A)L -> so(V)/stab(A) -> 0. 
It is convenient to split these filtrations and cofiltrations by splitting V = A0Vo©A, 
so that A x = VQ0A. Such a splitting is called a Weyl structure and can be given either 
by choosing any null line subbundle A distinct from A or by choosing VQ a complement 
to A in A-1. The action on V (and splitting) of so(V) can be then described as 
A P °\ ( w 
- A PT\ V 
0 - ч т -ч \ w 
where w G A, v G V0, w G A and p € T*My q G TMy A G so(V0), A G R and 
the inner product on V is (1x1,1*2) = (^1,^2) — (^1,^2) — (^2,^)1) where we have 
written Ui = (wi, Vi, Wi) with respect to the direct sum decomposition. The parabolic 
subalgebra stab (A) contains matrices with q = 0, while the elements of stab (A)L 
moreover satisfy A = 0, A = 0. 
The splitting of so(V) gives also a splitting of the connection V: 
V = rD>v + Dv + id 
where rD,v is a T*M valued 1-form, Dv a co(TM) connection and id is the identity, 
viewed as a TM-valued 1-form (this is really the solder form). The curvature of V 
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splits in a similar way 
Rv = RD* + dDV{rD>v + id) + {rD>v + id) A {rD>v + id) 
= dD\D>v + {RDV + [rD>v A id]) + dDV id, 
where we think of rD>v and id as matrix valued 1-forms and define (a A /3)(X, Y) = 
a(X)P(Y) - p(Y)a(X) = [a(X),P(Y)] and [a A 0\(X,Y) = [a(X),p(Y)]~ 
[(5(Y),a(X)] = 2[a(X),/3(Y)]. The terms rD>v A rD>v and id A id vanish, because 
T*M,TM ^ so(V) are (bundles of) abelian subalgebras. 
The last term d°v id = n2Rv is the torsion of Dv. If it vanishes then Dv must 
be the unique torsion-free conformal connection Dc induced by D = DV\A and the 
conformal metric c(X, Y) = a~2(Vxa,Vya) (analogous to the Levi-Civita connection 
of riemannian geometry). 
7.1. Proposition. Let us denote L := Ho(^) = V/KL ~ A*. There is a unique linear 
map j v : C°°(M, L) »-> C°°(M, V) such that 
. n2(jvl) = I, i.e.. jvl is a lift of I to V A V/A±. 
.dVjvl:=Z^^eJVl = 0 
Proof. j v is in fact an instance of one of the differential lifts II constructed via the 
'BGG machinery', since the homology class of jvl is I (first condition) and jvl is in 
leer Dp (second condition)—indeed, dV = DVi since d = 0 on 0-forms. We can thus 
either appeal the general theory, or directly calculate with a Weyl structure. Let us 
try the latter way. Since n2(jvl) has to be Z, we have 
/ a \ ( Dei r
D>v 0 \ / a \ 
*-(;)-->«--'-i>(?3 •£)(.) 
/ 0 et 0 W D^a + r^O) \ 
= E ° ° #)[ -e^ + Dv9 + rD>vl) 




= ( D'o"S ) ' 
This has to be zero, so 9 = Dl and a = £ trc(D
vDl + rD>vl). • 
We can now define Mobius operators 
HVl = dvCGl = sym nVj
vl = sym0(D
vDl + rD>vl) 
Svl = (ll\l) = (j%jvl) = (Dl,Dl) - -(IAD1 + trcr
D>vl2) 
n 
where the last terms are expressions with respect to a Weyl structure. By the brackets 
around I U / we denote that the cup product here is contracted by the pairing (•, •) : 
V x V i-» R given by the scalar product on V. 
We recall that a Cartan connection is called normal iff dRv = 0. Together with 
Bianchi identity dvRv = 0 it implies that Rv = UKV and o?BCGK
v = 0, where 
Kv := [Rv]. 
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In the conformal case this implies in particular that V is torsion-free. In terms of a 
Weyl structure we then have 
Rv = dDtT»>v + Wv, 
where Wv = R°c+ [rD>v Aid] is the 'Weyl curvature' of P . We write here R°c instead 
of RD to emphasise that the torsion-freeness of Dv identifies it with Dc. Now 
dti? = Q&o = 8WV = ] T V - Wv <E T*M®T*M 
This is the 'Ricci trace' of Wv. For n ^ 3 this condition means that Wv is the usual 
Weyl curvature and rD>v the usual normalized Ricci tensor. For n ^ 4 Kv = Wv, 
but for n = 2,3, Wv = 0 and Kv = [dDcrD>v}. For n = 1 there is no curvature at all. 
A normal Cartan connection is uniquely determined up to isomorphism by 
• the conformal metric c 6 C°°(A-2 ® S2T*M), c(X, Y)a2 = ga{X, Y) = 
{Vxa,VYa) 
• the operator Hv if n = 2. 
• the operator Sv if n = 1. 
There is also an existence result given these data. Let us explain why the extra data 
appear for n = 1,2. If S G T*M ® T*M ^ T*M ® so(V) then V + S has the same 
solder form as V, hence the same c, and it is still torsion-free, but it is not isomorphic. 
Since rD ' p + £ = rD 'p + S, we have Wv+S = Wv + [S A id] and if we claim normality 
of both Wv+e and Wv, we get that 
d[S Aid] = - ( n - 2 ) s v m 0 £ - ^ "~ ' trcS • c-^altS 
n Ji 
For n ^ 3 this implies that S = 0, but this doesn't follow for n = 1 and n = 2. 
As a by-product of this computation, we observe that for any torsion-free Cartan 
connection V there is a unique S G imd ^ T*M ® T*M such that V + S is normal. 
Here the condition that S lies in im d places no additional constraint for n ^ 3, but it 
implies that sym0 S = 0 for n = 2 and S = 0 for n = 1 (when any Cartan connection 
is flat, therefore normal). 
8. PARABOLIC SUBGEOMETRIES 
Let G be a semisimple Lie group and H a subgroup which is also semisimple and 
suppose that P is a parabolic subgroup of G such that Q := H d P is a parabolic 
subgroup of H. Then the generalized flag manifold H/Q is a submanifold of G/P and 
we have the following commutative diagram of principal bundles. 
He . G 
Q P 
H/Q <--* G/P 
On the level of Lie algebras we have g = ()®m, where m is the orthogonal complement 
of rj in 9 (so is an H-module) and q = \) n p. 
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8.1. Examples. We have already encountered an instance of such a situation: the 
inclusion of a conformal sphere Sm into Sn. In this case we have 
0 = so(n + 1,1), p = co(n) x (Rn)* 
rj = so(m + 1,1) x so(n - m), q = [co(m) x (Rm)*] x so(n - m). 
The embedding of a conformal sphere Sm into the projective space P(Rm+1>1) pro-
vides another example, with 
g = sl(m + 2,R), p = gl(ra + 1,R) x (Rm+1)*, 
\) = so(m + 1,1), q = co(m) x (Rm)*. 
A parabolic subgeometry is a curved version of such a homogeneous inclusion be-
tween generalized flag manifolds. 
ftc • £ 
We are especially interested in the case that Q —> M is flat. Given a submanifold 
E s M w e shall study reductions of £|E to Q. 
8.2. Definition. A congruence is a reduction U of S|E to Q. Then V
a\^ = P^ +JV 
with JV E C°°(E, T*E®m£), where 0E = taOtns and V*> is the induced H-connection. 
We say that the congruence is enveloped by E if JV takes values in m.£ D ps and that 
it is normal iff it is enveloped and dj\f = 0. 
The enveloping condition ensures that Vs and V1* induce the same solder form on 
E. If M = G/P then a congruence is a family of model subgeometries (isomorphic 
to H/Q) parameterized by E and the enveloping condition amounts to a certain or-
der of contact with E at each point, generalizing the enveloping condition for sphere 
congruences in conformal geometry. 
Technical point 1: Do enveloped congruences exist? In the simplest cases this places 
only an open condition on E, but the general story is not yet clear. In fact, the 
enveloping condition given here is probably too strong in general (see the remark 
below): in particular it implies that V1* is torsion-free, which is too restrictive to cover 
some examples. 
The gauge group A = C°°(E,5|E xAd P) acts transitively on congruences (at least 
locally). However, the action is not free, nor does it preserve the class of enveloped 
congruences (since it does not preserve the solder form). 
Technical point 2: Find a subgroup of A acting freely and transitively on enveloped 
congruences. 
In order to tackle this point, it is helpful to change our viewpoint: instead of fixing 
the flat connection Va and gauging the congruence, we fix the reduction % of £7|E and 
gauge the flat connection. This point of view has a two advantages: first, we can write 
A = C°°(E,7i xAd | P); second, the action of gauge transformations on connections 
is easy to compute (d changes by g~ldg). In particular, we can ignore the subgroup 
C°°(E,'W xAd Q)} since this just gauges the induced if-connection. 
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In good examples the subgroup we seek will be the exponential image of a subspace 
rrto of m.£ lying in a nilpotent (perhaps even abelian) Lie subalgebra of pE. 
8.3. Proposition. In good examples, normal congruences are unique modulo ele-
ments 0/Ho(T*-C,m£) represented by 0-chains in mo- Moreover any enveloping con-
gruence can be normalized by a gauge transformation. 
To show this (somewhat vague) claim, we compute the change of Va by the action 
of g = exp 7, which is 
Let us suppose (for simplicity) that mo lies in an abelian subalgebra of p. 
M->M + V*>y 
dM -> dtf + dvS 
Thus the first of the claims follows from dV^j = 0 <$> 7 = II[7]. We also see that we 
can always normalize by 7 = —D^djV € iin d. 
In the non-abelian case we must work our way down the central descending series 
of a Lie subalgebra of pu containing mo-
The final step is to normalize V*>. Since this connection is torsion-free, one can show 
that there is a section £ eimdc C°°(E,T*E<g>f)E) such that V = V
1* + £ is a normal 
Cartan connection (i.e., dRv = 0). 
Technical point 3: We actually need £ to be q^-valued in order to preserve the solder 
form. This is automatically satisfied if q£ is abelian or 2-step nilpotent. 
Thus, up to technical considerations and a subspace of Ho(T*E,ms) we have a 
canonical decomposition 
V*=V + M + £ 
with d{M + £) = 0 and [M] = [N + £] 
A slight generalization of the arguments of section 6 shows that the flatness of Va is 
then equivalent to the A^ equation 
o = A:I' + C c [ ^ + [N]u[N] + ([N]I[Nl)[N]) + ---
(The fact that Va is not an H-connection does not cause a problem.) 
In the special case of [m, m]cf) (i.e., G/H is a symmetric space) this equation splits 
as 
Gauss-Ricci: 0 = Kv + [M] U [X] + • • • 
Codazzi: 0 = dvBGG[M] + ([JV], [JV], [M]) + - • • 
More generally, we can still split the flatness condition into \) and m components, but 
after the leading terms, multilinear operators of arbitrary degree could appear in both 
equations. 
8.4. Remark. Imposing conditions on the values of differential forms is not natural in 
parabolic geometries as soon as the nilradical q-1 is non-abelian. Instead, there are 
natural filtrations of Q-modules by a 'homogeneity* or 'geometric weight', given by the 
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action of a 'grading element', and it is better to impose conditions that the geometric 
weight of a differential form is negative or non-positive rather than imposing conditions 
on its values. For instance, a Cartan connection is said to be regular if the curvature 
has negative geometric weight, but this is a weaker assumption than the torsion-free 
condition (which is a condition on the values of the curvature). Similarly, it may be 
more natural to define enveloped congruences to be those for which M has negative 
geometric weight. This condition means that the 'graded' solder forms of V9 and V** 
agree, rather than the solder forms themselves. 
However, the development of this more natural theory requires considerable work, 
which would take us too far afield to discuss here, and is still in progress. 
9. CONFORMAL SUBMANIFOLD GEOMETRY REVISITED 
The model for the study of conformal submanifolds is the map Sm *-> Sn between 
conformal spheres induced by an isometric inclusion Rm+1»1 <--» R"*1'1. We then have 
9 = so(n + 1,1), rj = so(m + 1,1) xso(n — ra), and the orthogonal complement to f) 
in g is m = so(n +1,1) D (Hom(Rm+1>1, Rn"m) © (Hom(Rn~m, R^ 1 ' 1 ) ) . The parabolic 
subalgebras are p = co(n) x Rn* and q = co(ra) x Rm*. 
A smooth map Em <-> Sn is equivalently given by a null line subbundle A ^ R^1 '1 := 
E x Rn+1,1 and the map is an immersion if and only if A satisfies a Cartan condition 
with respect to the flat derivative on Rn+1'1. 
A congruence is a reduction of the structure group of Rn+1>1 to H which is compatible 
with the reduction to P given by A. Such a congruence is given simply by an orthogonal 
direct sum decomposition Rn+1>1 = V © V-1, where V is a (ra + 1, l)-signature bundle 
and A c V. Then d = (Vv + Vv)+Nv, where the H-connection Vv+ VV is a sum of 
metric connections on V and Vx, and Mv is a 1-form valued in the bundle associated 
to m. 
The enveloping condition reduces to JV^a = 0 (Va € A,K e TE). 
Enveloped sphere congruences always exist: they are given by complements 
Iv: NE® A = V
L <-> A1 to A such that Iy mod A is the natural inclusion NE® A <-» 
kL/A = (TE0NE)® A. Enveloped sphere congruences form an afrine space modelled 
on C°°(N*E): for 7 e C°°(N*E), the enveloped sphere congruence V + 7 is defined by 
ly+>y(0) = Iy(9) -1(9). In fact this is the action of the gauge transformation exp(7) 
on reductions. 
We must now compute the condition dj\f = 0 for an enveloped sphere congruence 
to be normal. For this it suffices to compute dAf(v) = — ]Ct AC'fo * v) f°r v € V. 
Observe that Si • v lies in Ax. Now, since Nv vanishes on A, its restriction to KL is 
determined by a map TE ® A^/A -> V-1, or equivalently, using the solder form, by a 
map Uv: TE ® TE -> NE. This is the 'second fundamental form' of V. It is easy to 
see that n v is symmetric and also that 
• dNv(v) = trcV
V7r2(v)1 
. n v + ^ = ny + c®7>. 
As a consequence, there is a unique enveloped sphere congruence with tracefree second 
fundamental form. This is our 'normal' sphere congruence. In fact it turns out to 
be the 'central' sphere congruence of Blaschke and Thomsen [2] (the unique sphere 
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congruence such that the sphere at x 6 £ has the same mean curvature as £ at x), 
and the conformal Gauss map of Bryant [3]. 
We shall denote the normal sphere congruence by Vz and write yV for JVVr;, V for 
V V E . The induced Cartan connection Vv* need not be a normal Cartan connection. 
However, we know that it differs from a normal Cartan connection by a unique S £ 
im d < C°°(T*E <g> T*E), so we can write Vv* = V + S with V normal. 
Thus the flat derivative on Rn+1>x decomposes as d = (V + V) + S + N, and its 
flatness gives the following equations. 
Gauss-Ricci: 0 = Rv'v + dvS + N AM 
Codazzi: 0 = dp'vJV + SAN-NAS. 
The general theory tells us that these equations are equivalent to the simpler 'homo-
logical' equations 
Gauss-Ricci: 0 = [Rv>v] + [M] U [Jtf] 
Codazzi: 0 = dvGG[M] . 
(Note that the A^ series terminates very quickly in this case.) In fact it is not hard to 
check the general result directly. Let us introduce a Weyl structure V = A © V0 © A, 
to compute these equations more explicitly. Then, with respect to this decomposition, 
we have 
V = rD + D + id 
Jtf = AD + V° 
S = s. 
In terms of these quantities the GCR equations become 
Ricci: 0 = Rv + hll0AJl0]\N^ 
Gauss 1: 0 = W* + [s Aid] + i[n° A f l 0 ] ^ 
Gauss 2: 0 = CE 'D + dPs + AD A n° 
Codazzi 1: 0 = dv 'Dn0 + AD A id +c A {AD)* 
Codazzi 2: 0 = dv 'DAD + (rD + s) A H° 
It follows from these equations that (1 - m)AD = divv,D II0 and that s is algebraic 
(quadratic) in H°: in terms of the general theory II0 is the homology class of JV (unless 
m = 1, when AD is the homology class and is independent of D) and we see explicitly 
that M is the differential lift of its homology class. 
RÍCCÍ: o = fív + -[n°An°]|JV5: 
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Only one of the Gauss and one of the Codazzi is needed in each dimension, so we 
finally arrive at the homological GCR equations 
Gauss: 0 = Wz + BQ(TL°) m > 4 
0 = CE + B7(n°) m = 2,3 
Codazzi: 0 = Codav H° m ^ 3 
0 = (ftv)*(Jn°) m = 2 
.i 
where BQ is a quadratic algebraic operator, Bf is a quadratic first order operator, 
Codav is a linear first order differential operator and Hv is a linear second order 
operator. 
Thus, to summarize, on a conformal m-submanifold of Sn there is induced the 
following primitive data: 
• A conformal metric c and, for m = 2 a tracefree conformal Hessian % or for 
m = 1 a real projective structure S. 
• A weightless normal bundle NE ® A with a metric and metric connection V. 
• A tracefree second fundamental form II0 (for m ^ 2) or a conformal acceleration 
A (for m = 1). 
These data satisfy the homological GCR equations. 
Conversely given these data we construct a normal Cartan connection (A, V, V) from 
(c, 7i or 5), a shape operator M = n(n0 or AD), and a section S = s of T*E ® T*E. 
Then £> + V + f+Af is a flat connection on V©(NE® A) and the inclusion A «-> V, 
viewed as a map from E to the space of parallel null lines in V © (NE ® A) gives 
a local conformal immersion into Sn with these induced data, unique up to Mobius 
transformation. 
The conformal theory of submanifolds is most interesting when m = 2, when the 
conformal metric, tracefree second fundamental form and normal connection do not 
suffice to determine the immersion: we also need to know the conformal Hessian 
operator 
U\ C°°(E,L) -> C°°(E,S2T*E ® L). 
If we add a quadratic differential q E 5QT*E to % then the Cotton-York curvature CE 
changes by divJg, which is essentially 8q(2'°\ 
9.1. Theorem. (c,H + tq, V,II0) satisfy the GCR equations for allteJL if they do 
fort = 0, and q is a holomorphic quadratic differential commuting with II0. 
Proof. The Gauss equation is 0 = CE + tf div Jq + -9v(n0), the Codazzi equation is 
0 = /Hv*(Jn°) - t(Jq, II0) and the Ricci equation is independent of t. Thus these hold 
for all t if and only if they hold for t = 0, div Jq = 0 (i.e., q is holomorphic) and 
(J<7, II0) = 0 (so, viewed as symmetric tracefree endomorphisms of TE, q and each 
normal component of II0 are linearly dependent, hence commute). • 
9.2. Remarks. The existence of a holomorphic quadratic differential commuting with 
II0 is a modern way to say that E admits conformal curvature line coordinates: since 
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q is holomorphic, there is locally a holomorphic coordinate z = x + iy (so x, y are 
conformal coordinates) such that e^2'0) = dz2, and since q commutes with II0 the x,y 
coordinates diagonalize the second fundamental form. For this reason these surfaces 
are said to be isothermic 
Classical interest in isothermic surfaces arose because they admit deformations 
(given by the above theorem) with the same induced conformal metric and tracefree 
second fundamental form—the T transforms of Calapso—demonstrating that these 
data do not determined the immersion. 
A more modern point of view is that these data induce a family of flat connections 
(for each t we have a flat connection on Vx 0 V^), which means they give rise to an 
integrable system. The rich transformation theory of isothermic surfaces (e.g., the 
so-called Darboux and Christoffel transformations) may be viewed as a manifestation 
of this integrability. 
10. SPHERE CONGRUENCES WITH TWO ENVELOPES 
If one looks at a picture of a sphere congruence (see Figure 3), one is inclined to be-
lieve that they should admit not just one enveloping submanifold, but two, and indeed 
this is generically true for hypersphere congruences (codimension one). Sphere congru-
ences with two envelopes then give rise to transformations of submanifolds: starting 
with an immersion of E in 5 n , one can introduce an enveloped sphere congruence and 
look for the second envelope, which (if it exists) is generically another immersion of E 
inSn. 
FIGURE 3. A sphere congruence with two envelopes 
Recall that an immersion A C Rn+1>1 envelopes a sphere congruence V C Rn+1,1 
if JVK|A = 0. Thus a sphere congruence has two envelopes if and only if there are 
null line subbundles A and A in V C R*1-1"1'1 with Nv\k - = 0—of course for these 
A+A 
envelopes to be immersions, A and A must both satisfy a Cartan condition. Note that 
from the point of view of one of the immersions, the other immersion is just a special 
kind of Weyl structure (one with AD = 0). Thus the theory presented here makes it 
easy to study sphere congruences with two envelopes. 
Assuming the envelopes are disjoint, we have a direct sum decomposition Rn+1,1 = 
AeV0©A(B V
x, with respect to which we can decompose d as (rD'v+D+id)+V+nv. 
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Its flatness then amounts to the following equations: 
0 = dDid; 0 = dDrD>v; 
0 = w£yZ + [IT*, KV]Z; 0 = Rlyt + [Hv,V.v]ti; 
0 = idAlI v ; 0 = r D ^ A n v ; 
O = <F>DEV. 
Using these equations, one can study special classes of sphere congruences. The sphere 
congruences most classical interest are the following. 
• Ribaucour sphere congruences for which the two envelopes have the same cur-
vature lines at corresponding points—this condition turns out to be essentially 
equivalent to the flatness of D on A © A. 
• conformal sphere congruences for which the two envelopes have the same confor-
mal metric at corresponding points—since rD,v is essentially the solder form of 
the second envelope, this condition may be written T
Dy(T
Dy)T = A2 id. 
There are sphere congruences that are both conformal and Ribaucour: they exist on 
isothermic surfaces and give rise to the so-called Darboux transform. 
There are beautiful theorems that one can prove about special classes of sphere 
congruence. One such theorem (of Blaschke and Thomsen, at least in codimension one) 
classifies 2-dimensional conformal sphere congruences with two envelopes. The two 
envelopes are either isothermic surfaces (forming a Darboux pair), Willmore surfaces 
(forming a dual pair in the sense of Bryant), or congruent surfaces in a spaceform. 
11. HYPERSURFACES IN PROJECTIVE SPACE 
The model for the study of hypersurface in projective space is the immersion of a 
quadric into RPm + 1 given by a choice of quadratic form on Rm+2. For simplicity, we 
suppose that this quadratic form has signature (m + 1,1) so that we are dealing with 
the conformal sphere Sm -̂> RP m + 1 . We then have g = s\(m + 2), \) = so(m + 1,1) 
and m = SjRm+1»1. The parabolic subalgebras are p = &l(m + 1) x (Rm+1)* and 
q = co(m) xRm*. 
Before wheeling out the Cartan geometric machinery, let us see how far we can get 
with more naive considerations. 
If we have an immersion Em <--» M = RPm + 1 of a hypersurface in projective space 
(or any projective manifold), then we have a short exact sequence of bundles along E 
(11.1) 0 -> TE -> TM|E A N E -> 0, 
where the quotient NE is a line bundle, which we shall refer to as the normal bundle. 
Since M is a projective manifold it has an equivalence class of torsion-free connections 
where D and D are equivalent if there is a 1-form 7 on M such that DXY = DXY + 
J(X)Y+J(Y)X. These connections can be pulled back to give a family of connections 
onTM| E . 
For X,Y e TE let us define TL{X,Y) = p(DxY) e NE. This is independent of 
the choice of D in the projective equivalence class since p(X) = p(Y) = 0. It is 
also symmetric, since D is torsion-free. Hence we have a symmetric bilinear form 
with values in a line bundle. Generically this is nondegenerate so that we have a 
conformal metric on E. Thus the conformal subgeometry (of some signature) is the 
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generic geometry induced on a hypersurface in projective space. We shall assume for 
simplicity that this metric is definite (in line with our choice of model). 
For X G TE and Y G TM|E , we define T
D(X,Y) = p(DxY) - Dx(p(Y)) = 
-(Dxp)(Y), where we have used the fact that D induces a connection on NE (more 
precisely it induces a connection on the pullback of 0(1) to E, but the short exact 
sequence (11.1) and the volume form of the conformal metric on E identify NE with 
the square of this line bundle). For X, Y in TE, we have TD(X, Y) = n(X, Y), and so, 
by the nondegeneracy of II, the kernel of the map Y »-> TD(-, Y) is a complement to 
TE in TM|E . In other words, the choice of D gives a splitting of (11.1) and hence a 
direct sum decomposition TM|E = TE©NE. By restriction and projection we obtain 
a connection D on TE, which is torsion-free, but not necessarily conformal, i.e., Dn 
need not be zero. We claim, however, that (with M = RPm + 1) 
• DH G T*E ® SgT*E <g> NE is independent of the choice of D and is totally 
symmetric, i.e., a section of 5QT*E <8> NE. 
We therefore have a symmetric traceless cubic form C on E, called the Darboux cubic 
form. It is the analogue in projective geometry of the second fundamental form in 
euclidean geometry, being the extrinsic curvature of the hypersurface. (Note that the 
usual second fundamental form II is actually used to define the intrinsic geometry of 
the hypersurface, namely its conformal metric.) 
As in conformal submanifold geometry, it is natural to ask whether the induced 
conformal metric and the Darboux cubic form are sufficient to recover the immersion 
up to projective transformation. This turns out to be true for m ^ 3, but is not 
true for m = 2, where there are surfaces in RP3 with the same conformal metric and 
Darboux cubic form which are not projectively equivalent. These are the so-called 
protectively applicable surfaces. 
To see all this, let us now introduce some Cartan geometry. As in the conformal 
case, we prefer to take a linear point of view on Cartan connections. A projective 
Cartan connection on an m -F 1-manifold M is 
• A rank m + 2 bundle V with a volume form and a unimodular connection VM 
• A line subbundle A C V satisfying the Cartan condition that VM\A mod A is 
an isomorphism TM ® A -•• V/A. 
We note that RP m + 1 has a canonical flat projective Cartan connection: the trivial 
R7*1"1"1 bundle has a tautological line subbundle A satisfying the Cartan condition with 
respect the flat derivative d. 
A smooth map Em <-> RPm + 1 is therefore equivalently given by a line subbundle 
A ^ Rm+1 := E xRm+1 and the map is an immersion if and only if A satisfies a Cartan 
condition with respect to the flat derivative on Rm+1. 
A congruence is a reduction of the structure group of Rm+1 to the orthogonal group 
H which is compatible with the reduction to P given by A. Such a congruence is 
given simply by a unimodular metric g on Rm+1 for which A is null, i.e., g(o,o) = 0 
for o G A. Then d = V9 +fsf9, where V9 is a metric connection and M9 a 1-form 
valued in the bundle Sym0(R
m+1) associated to m. In geometric terms, a congruence 
associates to each point of E a quadric meeting E at that point. 
The enveloping condition states that Nxo E A (Va G A,X G TE). To unravel this 
definition, we first observe that it implies that Nxo G A
L, i.e., g(o,Mxo) = 0. Since 
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g{o,V9o) = 0, this is equivalent to g{o,dxo) = 0, which is precisely the condition 
that the quadric is tangent to E. 
Under this tangency condition, the requirement that Nxo is in A means (equiva-
lent^) that g{N9xo,dYo) = 0 for all Y G TE. Since M
9 is symmetric and V9 is a 
metric connection, this is equivalent to the condition 
g{dxo, dYo) = -g{o, dxdYo). 
On dividing by o2, the left hand side is the conformal metric induced by g on TE, 
while the right hand side is H{X,Y). This means in fact that at any point of E the 
quadric given by g has the same second fundamental form II as E—in other words the 
quadric and E have second order contact at that point. 
Enveloped congruences always exist. This is clear geometrically from the fact that 
(at a given point) a quadric can have any second fundamental form. Alternatively, one 
can choose a Weyl structure A and use this to define explicitly an enveloped congruence 
9-
Enveloped congruences of quadrics form an affine space modelled on the smooth 
sections of T*RPm+1 |E. To see this, suppose g and g are both enveloped congruences 
of quadrics and write g{v,w) = g{Av,w) for a ^-symmetric endomorphism V with 
determinant one. The enveloping condition for g and g implies that A preserves A and 
A1, and that A—id maps A 1 into A. It follows that we can write A = exp 27 = id +27+ 
272 where 7 is a ^-symmetric endomorphism that annihilates A and maps A1- into A. 
These nilpotent endomorphisms 7 therefore act freely and transitively on enveloped 
congruences by gauge transformations: g{v,w) = #(exp(7)t;,exp(7)iv). However, one 
easily sees that they form an abelian Lie algebra isomorphic to T*RPm+1 |E, so the 
action is actually affine. 
We must now show that we can gauge an enveloped congruence g in a unique way 
so that the new congruence exp 7 • g has dMexpT9 = 0. To compute the change in M9, 
we gauge the flat connection d rather than the congruence, and we find that 
aj\t-«P7'9 = Qtf9 + QV
9j 
and so 7 = —{DV9)dAf9 gives the gauge transformation we want, and this is unique, 
as the Lie algebra we have defined is in the image of d. 
Using the Codazzi equation dP9N9 = 0, the condition dj\f9 £ A2 reduces to Af9\A = 
0, and gives rise to a family of congruences (called the Darboux family) forming an 
affine space modelled on sections of N*E C T*RPm+1 |E. The unique congruence with 
dM9 = 0 is called the congruence of Lie quadrics and its homology class [JV5] belongs 
to A~2 ® 5QT*E and can be identified with the Darboux cubic form C. 
Following the general theory, we can normalize the induced Cartan connection, and 
reduce the Gauss-Codazzi equations to homological form. The Gauss equation reads 
0 = KV +CUC, 
where for M ^ 4, Kv is the Weyl curvature tensor and C U C is an algebraic pairing, 
while for m = 2,3, Kv is the Cotton-York tensor and C U C is first order. 
The Codazzi equation turns out to be linear: 
o = CGc 
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For m ^ 3 this operator is first order, but for m = 2 it is in fact third order. As 
in conformal submanifold geometry, the case m = 2 is also interesting because the 
conformal metric does not suffice to determine the normal Cartan connection: we 
must also deal with the Mobius operator Hv, too. As we indicated already, this 
leads to a class of surfaces which admit deformations with the same conformal metric 
and Darboux cubic form (but different Mobius structures), called the projectively 
applicable surfaces, which may be regarded as an analogue of isothermic surfaces in 
the projective theory. Like the isothermic surfaces, the Mobius structures of the family 
have the form Hv + tq for a holomorphic quadratic differential q, but the condition 
that q commutes with E° in the conformal case is replaced by a first order differential 
relation between q and the Darboux cubic form. The fact that this relation is first 
order means that it is possible for there to be even a three dimensional family of 
deformations with the same conformal metric and cubic form. We refer the reader to 
Ferapontov [13], who studies surfaces in projective space in a more explicit way, for a 
discussion of these special surfaces. 
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